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Sunday, November 19. 2006

PSPTHOM: A TO7-70 emulator for PSP v1.0.0

Hi All,
Thom is one of the best emulator of the Thomson TO7 home computer running
on MacOS, Windows and Unix.
It has been initially written by Sylvain Huet in 1996 (see http://www.sylvain-huet.com),
then Eric Botcazou (see http://nostalgies.thomsonistes.org/) continued this project and
added many news features.
I've sucessfully modified, and port the source code of the version 1.5.5 of THOM
and it's now working fine on PSP !
It has been developped on linux for Firmware 1.5 and i hope it works also
for 2.x using the great eloader (0.99x) from http://www.noobz.eu/.
How to use it ? Everything is in the README.txt file.
If you're looking for games and software have a look here :
to7-70 games

Sources are included, and this package is under the GNU public license,
read COPYING.txt file for more information about it.
pspthom-v1.0.0.zip
Special thanks to all PSPSDK developpers, and to XazZ for his comments, feedback
and suggestions.
Enjoy,
Zx.
If you want to discuss on this emulator, you can do it here :
zx81's forum on dcemu network

Posted by zx-81 in Thomson TO7 at 02:56
GO ZX-81, GO =)
1st thing is: great work!
It only hung up once, and this was this night (when our PSPs hung up at the same time )
2nd thing is: the "FOX"-Problem is not a single problem...
check out Pictor (from Totek)... there is the same Prob as in FOX... (Bad file mode)
so...keep up the good work... and as you said: "keep the source open"
have a nice day
XazZ
XazZ on Nov 19 2006, 10:45
Merci Zx, toujours un plaisir de publier tes softs à la communauté!
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Continue ton excellent travail!!
cya!
neutrOpik
neutrOpik on Nov 19 2006, 16:30
De rien, et pour une fois c'est un émulateur plutot destiné a la communauté francophone
Zx
Anonymous on Nov 19 2006, 17:12
Hello ZX, me again. Just wanted to say thanks again for your hard work! You are the best emulation coder, and I love your emulators!
Conratulations on another job well done!
Ocean19 on Nov 19 2006, 17:22
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